Somerset County DASH 851 & 852 Shuttle from New Brunswick

Using the Northeast Corridor Commuter Line or Amtrak, get the Somerset County DASH shuttle #851 or #852 from the New Brunswick Train Station. The bus will be white and blue or white and green.

Get off at the Franklin - MetLife stop (#9) in front of the SHI building, formerly the MetLife building. Walk down the driveway back to Davidson Avenue. Look left as you come down the driveway, you should see the Palace driveway across the street. Cross the street and walk up the driveway. From the drop off point, your walk will be approximately 0.3 miles. Depending on scheduling and your shuttle driver, you may be able to request a closer drop off. Ask your driver about a closer stop to the Palace.

Shuttle schedules are listed below. If you have additional questions about this service, please call Somerset County directly at 908-231-7151.